
LUMINATOR

GRIGNARD PURETM CONTINUOUS ANTIMICROBIAL 
RENEWTM AIR TREATMENT SYSTEM



ATOMIZERSENSOR CONTROLLER

Luminator’s RenewTM Air Treatment system dispenses 
Grignard PureTM, an antimicrobial air treatment through 
a connected, technologically advanced system that 
measures and automatically adjusts the amount of that 
is dispensed in the air. As conditions change, such as 
fluctuations of fresh air intake throughout the route, the 
system maintains an effective level to continuously kill 
virus particles in the air.

KILLS 98% OF SARS-COV-2 PARTICLES IN THE 
AIR, WHERE TRANSMISSION IS MOST LIKELY
• The adaptive system utilizes on-board sensors 

to automatically adjust the system based upon 
the fresh air intake and other conditions in the 
vehicle, maintaining proper concentration for 
efficacy – even with doors opening and closing as 
passengers embark and disembark the vehicle

• Easy to use — no dilution, mixing or protective  
gear is required

• Safe for all on-board surfaces including  
upholstery and electronics

IDEAL FOR CONFINED AREAS
COVID-19 is transmitted primarily by inhaling airborne 
viral particles in small droplets produced by people when 
they talk, sneeze, or cough. The continuous air treatment 
solution addresses the primary route of transmission — 
in the air.

DESIGNED FOR TRANSIT APPLICATIONS
The system automatically adjusts to changes in airflow 
and fresh air intake including the opening of doors and 
windows, to maintain the required levels, ensuring both 
effective and efficient use throughout the route.

REAL-TIME EFFICACY
A closed-loop, controlled system maintains efficacy and 
records system data, including concentration at any 
given time. Remote access supports download of the 
system data as well as vital maintenance information.



EPA has awarded a Section 18 Public Health Emergency Exemption  
to Grignard Pure™. Please visit www.grignardpure.com for the latest  
information about permitted use and state approvals.

ABOUT GRIGNARD PURETM

Recent guidance from public health officials and the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
indicates that coronavirus is spread primarily through 
close contact and respiratory droplets in the air. While 
frequent “episodic” surface cleanings are an important 
part of any transmission mitigation protocol, their 
effects are short-lived and do not address airborne 
transmission. Grignard Pure can be deployed in occupied 
or unoccupied indoor spaces, providing continuous 
protection as it kills more than 98% of the SARS-CoV-2 
virus particles in the air.

The Grignard Pure product has been subjected to 
extensive efficacy testing for SARS-CoV-2 and health & 
safety evaluation beginning in March 2020:

EFFICACY: Testing undertaken by Microchem, a leading, 
globally-recognized lab for airborne virus testing, 
confirmed that Grignard Pure kills more than 98% of the 
airborne virus particles.

HEALTH AND SAFETY: Intrinsik, a globally-recognized 
scientific and regulatory consulting firm providing 
expert regulatory and toxicology advice, conducted a 
Toxicology Risk Assessment on Grignard Pure.  
Intrinsik’s evaluation confirmed the product is safe  
for use, when used as directed and exposed to a 
population for extended periods of time. Intrinsik 
conclusions: based on available data, Grignard Pure 
meets the requirements for classification as not toxic. 

In addition, the safety of the chemicals in Grignard 
Pure has been examined by U.S. agencies including the 
U.S. Centers for Disease Control’s National Institute of 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and the EPA. 

To learn more about Grignard Pure, including access to 
safety and efficacy reports, visit GrignardPure.com.

http://www.grignardpure.com
http://www.grignardpure.com
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IN PARTNERSHIP WITH GRIGNARD PURETM

The Renew air treatment system provides riders, transit employees, and operators 
the assurance they need to return to work and help passengers reach their 
destinations safely and efficiently.

At bus stops, train stations and on-board, dynamic passenger information 
delivers real-time messages to inform riders of operational changes, critical 
precautions, public health guidelines, and even the capacity of arriving 
buses and trains. Informing riders of this information can boost passenger 
satisfaction and ridership. All these messages can be distributed system-
wide in real-time, from a central location.


